Quorum quenching analysis in Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Escherichia coli: network topology and inhibition mechanism effect on the optimized inhibitor dose.
The discovery of quorum sensing as a mechanism for regulating specific phenotypes in bacteria based on population density has conveyed attention to find molecules capable of interfering quorum sensing networks (QSN) in a process coined quorum quenching. Here, we examined the dynamics of Escherichia coli AI-2 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa QSN exposed to signal degraders or competitors for binding transcriptional regulators. Stability analysis was performed for E. coli and P. aeruginosa finding no multistability in E. coli. However, our model allowed to discern that quenchers influence P. aeruginosa QSN multistability by reducing the interval of the amount of molecules of the extracellular signal that originate several steady states. We proposed a simulated annealing algorithm to optimize the quencher dose based on stochastic kinetics. E. coli QSN requires around 640 while P. aeruginosa QSN needs 253 quencher molecules per microorganism. This dose was found to be negatively influenced by the quencher-signal affinity.